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APOLOGIES
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1. Welcome and Introductions
1.1

The Chair welcomed Panel Members and all other attendees to the urgent Panel Meeting 47a.
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1.2

It was noted that MK and PT had sent their apologies for the meeting.

1.3

The Chair thanked all Panel Members, presenters and other attendees for making themselves
available at short notice for this urgent meeting, noting that a quorum was present. The Chair
declared the meeting open.

2. Draft Recommendation Report: CPW107 – Covid-19 Temporary
Vacancy exemptions for Credit Support
2.1

The Panel considered Change Proposal ‘CPW107: Covid-19 Temporary Vacancy exemptions for
Credit Support.’ It was noted that Retailers were required to update all their Covid-19 Vacant
Premises as Occupied Premises or Vacant with ‘evidenced’ in order to return to the normal
credit support rules following the implementation of CPW1011. This change sought to provide
for reasonable exemptions to that requirement for Retailers who cannot make the updates in
CMOS by no fault of their own.

2.2

The proposer requested that this change be treated as urgent as Retailers were due to post
credit for November P1 settlement by end of 23 October 2020.

2.3

It was explained that CPW107 would exempt a relatively small population of premises which
had been flagged as vacant during the Covid-19 Vacancy Period. The Change Proposal provided
Wholesalers with a formal basis for exempting premises and, thus, avoided penalising Retailers
for matters outside of their control. Without the proposed exemption, some Retailers would
continue to have to provide higher levels of credit support, which would unnecessarily increase
their costs and, consequently would not be in the interest of the market or customers.

2.4

The Panel agreed that the issue significantly affected a number of Retailers from 23 October
2020 and agreed CPW107 should be treated as an Urgent Change Proposal.

2.5

The Customer Representative member noted that, although the text for the change proposal
stated that Retailers were required to work with Wholesalers and the Market Operator to
update Premises subject to exemptions under CPW107, it did not make provision that Retailers
should also work with other Retailers. The proposer confirmed that the relevant text would be
amended to reflect the Customer Member’s feedback.

2.6

Some Panel members queried how checks would be carried out to ensure that the requirements
of CPW101 were fully met and how exemptions would be monitored and assured. MOSL
confirmed it would continue to identify and report where Retailers were unable to update
CMOS. CPW107 did not change responsibilities for evidencing whether sites were occupied or
vacant. MOSL further explained that detailed level reporting would continue to be produced
and shared with Panel and with the Market Performance Committee (MPC), and that it would
also be reviewed fortnightly with the Covid Review Transition Group.

2.7

One Panel Member asked for further information in relation to how any CMOS glitch affecting
data integrity (regarding, for instance, switching of sites and de-registration) would be taken
forward.

1

Unwinding Temporary Covid-19 Arrangements in the Business Retail Market.
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2.8

MOSL explained that CMOS would prevent previous Retailers from making changes to the data
relating to supply points (SPIDs) that had been transferred to someone else or to a SPID which
had been de-registered. If any glitches were identified as bugs, these would be addressed
through the usual defect resolution cycle. If any issues arose from the design of the market rules
regarding data management, these could be addressed through code changes (and subsequent
system changes) in the usual way if it was felt the design needed to change.

2.9

In response to a question asked, SB explained that if a site was to become vacant due to a
further regional and/or national lockdown arising out of Covid-19, Covid Vacancy flags would
no longer be used, as that option had ceased. In such circumstance, meter readings or Yearly
Volume Estimate (YVE) settings could be used instead.

2.10 An Ofwat representative confirmed Ofwat’s intention to publish its decision on this change
proposal on 23 October 2020.
2.11 One Panel member felt this was a pragmatic and sensible solution which customers in general
would benefit from, as it would enable customers to return to their normal operations as soon
as possible.
2.12 The Panel:
•
•
•

AGREED that the change was urgent;
AGREED (unanimous) to recommend the implementation of CPW107 to Ofwat for
approval (11 in favour)2;
AGREED to recommend an implementation date of 23 October 2020.

2.13 The agreement is section 2.12 above was subject to a change to the legal text as requested in
section 2.5 above.

3. Any Other Business
3.1

There being no further business, the Chair closed the meeting.

2

While the Panel Chair has a vote, the new Panel Chair has indicated that, for the time being, they would
abstain during voting. Given this approach, the Chair’s abstention has not been recorded ‘for’ or ‘against’ the
decision in these minutes.
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